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Abstmt. This Papa refm to trees and rooted trees the vertices of which are (simply) ordered 
by means invcst&ated in [ 2) Chirpter IV. On the basis of the relationships between the edges 
md the ordering of the vertices, tic varkn~s notions pie introduced and discussed, piuticularly 
1 cm& pair of rooted trees. 
Rooted trees with ordercu vertex set have an important position in 
JgebrGc linguistics (they describe the structure of sentences). it has 
been uslr;;lly assumed that phe (simple) ordering of the vertex set fulfils 
the condition of projectivity (see [ i ] ). The author has demonstrated a 
conneckgn between this condition and the so-called condition of 
smoothness ([2 1, cC also [ 3 1); some other connections of the two con- 
ditions are given in f43. The notion of a left-right double tree having a 
close relationship to the notions mentioned above is introduced here. 
Let (IV, E) be an undirected graph with the vertex set Y and the edge 
St E. A finite .sequence of vertices 
will be called an arc if all member; of ( 1) are different from each other 
and Iu, 9 urn+1 }~E.~~r~llm,O~m<n.Let(l)beznarc:thenwe 
shall say that it is an tzrc from u. to u,; if 0 < k 5 n, then we shall say 
that the vertex uk ks on ( 1). 
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A finite undirected graph (V, E) is a tree if for all vertices x and .v 
there exists just one arc from x to J!. A triple f V, E, r) is called a rooted 
tree if ( k’, El is a tree and r E K 
Let I/ be a I’inite ordered set with the (simple) ordering <,. Then by 
I< ] we shall denote the relation ?:uch that if x, J’ E V, then x[ < 1.~ if
and only if(i) x < y, and (ii) for rio 2’ E k’ it holds that x < z < y. It is 
evident hat the relation [<I uGquely defines t.he ordering 2. 
We shalt say that a triple ( V, E, 4) is an ordered tree if (, t’, E) is a 
tree and s ;a a (simple) ordering of the set V. 
+ 
’ In the rest of this section we shall asume that (V, E, 5) is an ordered 
tree. If u E V 2 min V then by ti we shall denote the vertex 
8wm {IV E v 1 w < v rutd there exists u E V such that u 5 u and (K We 0 
If v E V -I- max V then tf 8 we shall denote the vertex 
min {w E Vlu < w and there exists TV E V such that u 5 u and {u, w) E El. 
Let v E V. By L(v) and R(v} we shall denote the sets defined as 
foHows: 
(i) g E L(v) and u E R(v); 
(ii) if w E L(v) f {min V), then w4 E L(v), 
if w E R(v) z {max V), then -fi E R(i); 
fiii) no other elements are contained in L(u) ancf R(v). 
Let x. _P- E V. By XLJJ and xR_y we shalir denote the vertices 
max {L&x) n Lo-()) and min {R(x) fi R(_v)), respectively. Obviously 
* .L and R are binary operations on V. 
Let x, y E V, We shall denote the minimal vertex and the maximal 
one on the arc from x to v by x 0 y and x * yr respectively. Obviously 
0 and * are biarary operations on V. Znojil [ S] proved sc?me of their 
properties (they are semilattice operations detining a pair of rooted 
trees). in this paper ure shaII choose an other way. 
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out IO-S of generality let us assume that x 0 y $ L(x). Because 
min V E L(x), then there exists v E L(x) such thak r# < x 0 y < v. Let 
Ug, . ..) u, be the arc from x to x 0 y. Then 18 > 0 and since v < x then 
there exists k, 0 < 1: 2 n, such that 
4 = nrin {u, lui < v and eithe:r u~+~ 2 v or q-J 2 V) . 
Thus x 0 .c’ < Uk ,< &, which is a Contradiction. This means that 
x 0 y 5 xLv and analogkally also xRy s x + y. 
Notice, that if V = {a, 6, c, d), E = {{a, b), {a, c), {b,. d)) and 
i?<li<c~d,thenb~c=c~d=a<b-bLc=cLd. 
. We say that an ordered tree ( V, E, <) is smooth if for all edges (u, v) 
and fs, y ) it holds that if u < x < u, then y 5 v. 
Theorem 1. Let (V, E, 5) be smooth. Then 
(2) xay =xL.v ondx* y =xR_v, fordx, y E V. 
hoof. Let us assume that there exist x, y E V such that x 0 y < xLy. 
Then, withouP loss of generality, Set us assume that xL_v does not lie on 
the arc from x 0 y to x. Then there exist vertices p and q lying on this 
arcslechthatIp,q)EEandxoyIp<xLy<qIx.Because(V,~,,) 
is smooth, then q lies on the arc from x 0 y to xLy. This means tbatxLy 
does not he on the arc from x 0 y to y. Then there exist vertices r and s 
lying on the arc from x oy togsu~htha:ir,S)EEandr~.xLy<~. 
Obviously q # s. Without Ios5 of generality let us assume that 
p 5 t < xLy < s < q. Then for every z f V it holds that ifs < z, *Aen . 
either s 5 zL or zL 5 1. This means that xLy $ L(x), which is a conlra- 
die tion. 
Notice, that if V = {a, b, c, dll E = {{a, c), {Pr, cj, {5, d)), 
a < b < c < d, then the ordered tree (V, E, 9 is not smooth, but (2) 
holds for every x, y E V. 
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§2 
En this section we shall assume that there isI @en a smooth ordered 
tree ( If, Ev < 1. Let 
be a sequence of its vertices. We shall say that (3) is an increasing arc if 
it is an arc and \ve < . . . < We. We shall say thak (3) is an L-sequerrtae if 
wt J = WR_1, . ..? I%Qt = w(J. 
. 14 = WI, . . . . I& 
We shall say that (3) is an R-sequence if 
=Wm. 
Obviously if ! 3) is an L-sequence or an R-stiquence then ktO < . , , < wn. 
L.#Vnma 2. Let X0, . . . . n, tre a .requence of vertices8 a2 2 1. A raecesstoq 
and sufficient condr’tiion that x0, . .., AT, be qn incwasin~ aw is t/iat there 
exbt an L-sequence x0 = ug , . . . . ui = x, and a~8 R-wqwrrce x0 =: L’~, . . ., 
uk = li, such that (X,. . . . . TN ) = {lQ,, . ..* Uif n {uo, . . . . lbk ) a,td if 
O4nt<rr,O<,gIk,8<hekarrdx, =~~,~,+~=~~~,ther~gg:h. 
Proof. (a). Necessity. Since min I/E L(x, ), there exists jusk one L- 
sequence ‘do, . . . , ui such that u. 5 x0 < ui 5 ui = x,,. Since 
rnzz.~ V E R(x,), there exisks just one R-sequence uo, . ..* uk such that 
“0 =ue LU&,<X, <u& 
W% shal:l prove that ,fxe, .. ., x, ] c {ue, .. . . ‘IJ~ ). Because .x0 = ue, we 
dtili assume that for some PII, 0 5 FPI < n, it holds that 
&j, **-? x,, ) c @+p *‘*-I uk ). There existsg, 0 5 g < k, such that Y, = ug. 
This means that x0, . . . . x, E fuo, ..,, Up}. There exists h, g 5 h < k, 
SUCh that atlr, <X,*1 5 ?+,+I. Since (Xm, X,+k) 6: E, then uh+l= $ 5 X,+1. 
Thus x,,, +t = uh+$. This mearE that {X0, .. . , x, ) c {Ua, ..-, uk ) and analog- 
ically {x0 s . . . . x, $ c {q,, ,.., t+ 1. This mea_ns that x0 = u. = u. and 
5 = Ml = k,Jfk , 
bkw, let w ilssume thak (?4o, .._, tdi) n (ug ) . . . . vkj @ (“a) ,.., .v,, ). 
Then there exist g and h, 0 < g < i, 0 < h < k, such that Us = u,, and 
uJ& $ I$~], ‘“-9 x, )- This means that there exists ~tl such that 0 5 m < 1s 
and xLX < &f# = bh < x,+p ,. By uf and ~1; we shall denote the vertices 
such that UF_ f <, x, .< up 4S u, = uh < q 5 x, +1 5 u~+~; evidently 
0 *=: 3 5 g, h s 8 < k. 3el:ause’( V, E, 5) is smookh, then us’__ 1 = x, o 
Gd+i 2 x’,~+~ and z+k, ;dz, . . . . a0 = uh, ..$. I%+~ is an arc from x, to 
q,, 4E, which is a contr;;diction. 
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(b). Sufficiency. It is obvious that x0 < . . . < x,. Let 0 < m < n. if 
x, oxm+l C x,, then X, e {uO, . . . . I.+), which is a contradiction. If 
x,+1 < x, l x,+1, thenx,+l$ iue, s-.9 uk) which is a contradiction too. 
Let x, 0 x,+r = x, < xm+] =: x, * x,+~. By x, = yo, . . . . yh =x*+~ we 
shall denote from x, to x, t IL Because (V, E, 5) is smooth, then 
J’(-) < . . . < y,,. From the proof of the necessity it follows that 
y()* ..*, ~h E {ZQ, . . . , Ui ) n {uO, .*., Q). Thus h = 1 and (xNI , x,, +1) E E. 
Theorem 2. Let x, y E K Thcrz 
(A). {x, y ) E E if and on& if there exist an L-sequence uo, . . . . ui and 
an R-sequence uo, . ..) uk such that {x, y) = {uo, Ui I= {vg, uk) = 
@O , '**v uj) n {u(), •**~ uk}; 
(B). .~[<)vifandoniyify~~L(x~),x~R~)and{~,x~)~E. 
Roof. (A). Follows directly from Lemma 2. 
(B). Let x(<]y. By zo, . . . . t, we shall denote the arc from x toy. 
There exists PIE, 0 5 ~tt < tz, such that z, 5 x < y < z,+~. It is obvious 
that z, = yL, ~,~+r = A?, y E L& +1) and x E R(z, ). 
Let y E L(xR), x E R@‘I alrld {yL, 9) E E. Because yf4 5 x and 
x < xR, then )‘L < xR. Because {y LI _& E E, then x + y. From the fact 
that (V, E) is a tree and that (P’, E, 5) is smooth it follows that x < y. 
Let there exist t E Vsuch that x < t < y; then eitherxR d t or t 5 #, 
which is a contradiction. 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
§3 
We shall sily that a S-tupte Cj = 
E, 5) such that 
E = {{I;, q}]p, q~ Vandeitherp=# orq=p’I, 
E” = {(p, q)lp, q~ i/and citfler p=$ orq=f), 
u’ f: min V, 0” = m&ax I/. 
We shah say that the left-right double tree D is induced by the smooth 
ordered tree S. The ,et V will be called the vertex set of the left-righr 
double tree D. 
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N&e, th;rt if D is :J left&&t dowble tlwe, then both (V, E’) and 
4 VV E”) are tre,es. 
We shall SGI~ that (t’, E, r, :$) is a roo&~! ordewd tree if (V, E r) is a 
mated tree and ( V, E, S) 4s an ordered tree. 
A ro+Dted ordered tree (CT, E” r, 5) will be called prr>jrclive if for all 
vertices+ x, y, z such that cithe~ x < 3’ < z or z < _P 9 .Y it holds that if x 
lies on the arc from I to z then x lies on the arc from r to I’. 
Iln 121 is was proved that a rooted ordered tree 4 If, E, r, 5) is projcc- 
tive if and only if the ordered tree (V, E, 5) is smooth and r lies on the 
arc from nivr V to max Y. ITI [ 2) it was also proved that in any smooth 
ordered tree the arc from the minimal vertex to the maximal cne is in- 
crea%ing. 
We shall say that a 6-tuple R = ( V, E’, E”, u’, u”, r) is a rooted fe&!- 
tight double tree if there exists a projective rooted ordered tree 
P = (V. E, r. 5) such that ( V, E”, E”, ufI u” j is a left-right double tree in- 
duced by the smooth ordered tree (V, E, 5). In this castl we shall SS~ 
that the rooted left-right double tree R is induced by the projective 
rooted ordered tree P. 
’ Rr00f+ Follows esslly from Lemma 2. 
fioof. Follows easily from Theorem 2 and Lemma 3. 
The set vo u . . . U &, be called the verfe~ slel of the tree schema 
Q; the set Ee u . . . u En will be called the edge sef of Q. The sequence 
‘0 , . . . . rn, where r0 = min V. and rH = max I(,,, will be called the root 
sequence of Q. 
Let V be a finite set having at least two elements. We shall denote by 
X( I;f) the set of all smooth ordered trees with the vertex set V and by 
Qs( V’) the set of all tree schcmas with the vertex set V. 
Let Q E Q1(f3- Then by rv(Q) we shall denote the triple I 
( V, Ep u ({rO, I, 3, . . . . {r,,..+ rn)}, 5), where EQ is the edge set of Q, 
q), .“Z fn is the root sequence of Q and 5 is the ordering of V defined as 
foll0ws: 
p < q if and only if either p Ci q for some i, 0 <, 1<, n, or p E 5, 
q E Vk for some j, k, 0 2 j < k <, n. 
Theorem 4. Let V be @r&e set havitzg at feast wo elements. Then yv 
is o one-to-one correspondence b tween @( V) and C ( V). 
’ ~.AIP. Let Q E iQ( V). Then it is obvious that rv(Q) E C(v). 
Now, let ( V, E, If 4 C(V). We sha,ll denote the arc from min V to 
max V by q,, . . . . m. Obviously n 2 1. The graph ( V, E = {{Q, rl), . . . . 
f&1. r,))) has n csnnected compunents; each of them contains just 
one vertex lying 011 the arc from min V to max V. For every i, 0 6. i 5 n, 
by (‘Vi, Ei;* WC shall denote the connected component containing the 
vertex ‘;-; by <I we .&all denote the ordering of Vi defined by the order- 
ing 5. it is evident hat all (Vi, Ei, $1 are smooth ordered trees. Let 
XI < i < n. If the vertex rj does not lie on the arc from min V/ to max V’ 
in the smooth ordered tree (V,, Et, ~2~) then there exists {p, q) Ic=, El 
such thatp <] rj <j q. Because +I<: p < ri C q and {r/,1, r$,@. /1) E E, 
then ( Vv E, 5) is not a smooth ordered tree, which is a contradiction. 
Thus IV,, Es, rj, $1 is a projective rooted ordered tree. Obviously 
rv((VOp Ee, So), . ..v c@$#, E, S,))= CK .E. 5). 
We have proved that rv is a mapping @[V) 2 Z(V). It is evident hat 
it is a one-to-one correspondence and thus the thestem is proved 
§5 
We shall say that Z = (Z,, . . . . Z,J is a kft-right schema if n 2 1, and 
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(a) Z0 = ( Ve, Eb, A!?‘& ub, ~“0) and Z,, = (V*, I$, Ei, u;, u:) are lcft- 
righ h doubk trees, 
(b) if 0 < i < rr, then Zi := (Vi, Ei, E;, u;, I.$ q) is a rooted left-right 
double tree, “: 
(c) Vi” V~=Q)forallj,k,OZf,j~rt,O<,k<,n. 
The set V0 U . . . w V,, will be called the vtlr8ex set of the left-right 
schema Z. 
Let V btr a finite set havine: at least two elements. We shall denote by 
52(V) the set of all left-right doubte trees with the vertex set V and by 
$(v) the set of all left-right schemas with the vertex set V. 
If.2 E Jl( V), then by &dZ) we shall denote the $0tuple 
( V, E’: E+‘, u’_ u”) such that 
when: u’ = r. = t(, and u” = q, = u;. 
Theorem 5. Let V be 4 finite set having at least two elements. Zhen 5 v 
is a me-tc,-one correspondence b tween $f V) and s2( V). 
Roof9 Let 2 = (ZO, $.., Z,) E Q(v). Then there exists Q = (Qo, . ..! Q,J E 
$$V] m3-1 that 44 is induced by Qj for al! i, 0 5 i C= n- Denote 
(V, E, 5) = rv(Q). For every i, 0 5 i 5 n. it holds that if u E: t;: 2 
{min Vi III then Vc e Vi, and if u f Vi -L (nuax Vi], then UR E Vi. If 0 < i, 
then (lmin C$f y+ if i < n, then (max Vip = +a, where re = min Vo, 
GE =t max “/n. Thus we get that (V, E’, .F, u’, u”) is the left-right double 
tree induced by (V, E, 5). This means that 6 &T) E s1(I V& 
Now, let D = ( V, EF L”‘, u’, u”) E S2( V). By S := (V, E, 5) we shall 
denote the smooth ordered tree which induces D. Obviously S E 6( v). 
BY Q = CQo, --., Q,, we shall denote the tree schema such that Tvl(Qj = S. 
Let 2 = (Za. . ..T ZE) E $4 “p) such that Zi is included by Qil for 0 s i 5 a. 
ft is evident hat b,(Z) = D. 
We !have proved that 6, is a mappkg #[V) -3 %2(V). From Theorems 
3 and 14 it follows that by is a one-to-me correspondence b tween 
$( 0 and a( v). “I&US the proof is complete. 
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Copollary. Let V be a finite set. u’, U” E V, E’and A!? be subsets of the 
set qf all two-element subsets oj’ V. A necessary and sufficient condition 
that D = ( V, E’, E’, 0’. v”) be a left-right double tree is that either V con- 
tains just one element, or there exist just one left-right schema B such 
that 6 @I = D. 
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